
“The fact that you could, with relatively simple 
and soluble mathematical models, really learn 
something about complex physical systems 
appealed to me. Then and now, it always appeals 
to me more than reverse engineering back from 
the observations to try to deduce things, which is 
another way that theoretical astrophysicists 
work. I have always preferred the ab initio 
calculation, where you just put in good physics 
and math and just march forwards.” 
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--JPO AIP interview, 2002 



Towards a quantitative 
physical understanding of 
star formation feedback 
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at Princeton! 

Eve Ostriker 



Star Formation in molecular clouds 
optical Optical + radio Far-IR 

mid-IR 
optical 

Orion: optical, IR, radio 
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Star Formation & Feedback 
• Occurs via gravitational collapse in the coldest, 

densest, most-shielded part of the ISM 

• Young stars inject energy to ISM in many forms: 
– Protostellar jets & winds (low mass stars) 

– Non-ionizing & ionizing radiation (esp. high-mass stars) 

– Winds (high-mass stars) 

– Supernovae (high-mass stars): direct shock, CR injection 

• Because stellar energy input is result of ISM 
collapse, it is considered “feedback” to ISM 

• SF feedback is the main energy source in ISM 

• SF feedback is essential to chemical, thermal, structural, 
dynamical state of all ISM components 

• Star-forming ISM: single, self-consistent ecosystem 

 

 





Star formation feedback at 
many scales 
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HH 111 

NGC 891 (Adam Block) 

Cas A supernova remnant  



Star Formation in molecular clouds 
optical Optical + radio Far-IR 

mid-IR 
optical 

Orion: optical, IR, radio 



Observed SFE in GMCs 
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Star formation with radiation feedback 
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Jeong-Gyu Kim, W.-T. Kim, E. C. Ostriker (2017) 



Star formation with radiation feedback 
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+ Draine (2011) internal HII 
region structure for ρ(r) 



Effects of ionizing and non-
ionizing radiation 
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J.-G. Kim, W.-T. Kim, & E.C. Ostriker (2017, in prep) 

….physical understanding of star 
formation feedback 

….quantitative 
understanding of star 
formation feedback 



Leroy et al 
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Galactic-scale ISM & SF regulation 



McKee & Ostriker (1977) 
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n = Sgas / (2H )

Sµ SSFR / (2H )

eUV µSSFR



ISM equilibrium and feedback 
• Disk system: 

   PDE =Σgas⟨gz⟩/2≈ πGΣgas
2/2 + Σgas(2G ρ*)

1/2σz 

• To maintain vertical equilibrium, sum of 

turbulent, thermal, magnetic, cosmic ray, 

radiation terms must balance DE pressure:  

 

• Since PDE depends on large-scale galaxy 

properties (Σgas, ρ*, σz) that are insensitive to 

SF, must adjust Pturb, Pth, etc. to reach balance 

• Achieved by varying SFR  with Pi =ηi ΣSFR 

 ISM equilibrium demands a certain level of feedback   
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SFR vs. equilibrium pressure 
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On large scales, star formation self-
regulates to satisfy energy and 

momentum input “demands” of the 
ISM in equilibrium  

High efficiency of energy & 
momentum production by feedback 

allows low efficiency of gas 
consumption 

Ostriker et al (2010), 
Shetty & Ostriker (2011), 
Kim et al (2011) 



Empirical Pth vs SFR  
• From 

Herschel/KINGFISH, 
use [CII] 158μ emission 
to obtain thermal 
pressure of primarily-
atomic gas  

• Sample of 31 galaxies 
also in THINGS and 
HERACLES 

• kpc-scale resolution 
pointings 

• Consistent with the 
prediction  

 SFR ∝ Pth=Ptwo-phase 
       

            (Ostriker, McKee & Leroy 2010) 
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Herrera-Camus et al (2017) 



SFR vs. total pressure 
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Chang-Goo Kim & Ostriker  (2017)  



TIGRESS simulation 
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EDGE+CALIFA 
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EDGE+CALIFA 
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Munan Gong 



Convergence of XCO 

• Resolution of 2 pc is needed to accurately 
determine the average XCO in molecular clouds  

Average of XCO in large scale 
= average of XCO in each 
pixel weighted by WCO 



• XCO increases by a factor of ~2 when the observation beam-size increases 
from ~pc scale (in the Milky Way) to ~kpc scale (extra-galactic). 

The CO-dark H2: implications for observations 
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• Within a galaxy, when, where, and how fast new 
stars form depends on: 

– Amount & distribution of gaseous “fuel” 

– Strength of gravity from gas, stars, dark matter  

– Pushback by energy returned from SF “feedback” 

• Cosmic infall of gas and galactic winds determine 
long term SF rates and galactic baryon content 
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Star formation & Galaxy formation 

Madau & Dickinson (2014) 

Behroozi 2013 



TIGRESS simulation 
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*Three-phase ISM Resolving Evolution with Star formation and Supernovae 



Effects of SN feedback 
• Creates hot ISM and wind:  

– Maximum Mhot/SN ~ 1000 M☉ 

– But after shell formation Mhot/SN ~ 10-100 M☉ in 
superbubbles 

– Hot medium flows away from midplane and escapes 
galaxy,  

• Drives turbulence and creates outward flow in 
the warm (+cold) ISM 

– Turbulent v ~ 10 km/s 

– Warm gas reaches |z|~ kpc with |vz,warm|~ 50 km/s 

– Massive galaxies: |vz,warm|< vesc   leads to “fountain” 

– Low mass galaxies: |vz,warm|> vesc  creates wind 
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Mass loading Ṁw/Ṁ* of disk wind 
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Galactic Winds 

• Hot gas created by SNe cannot by itself 
drive disk-wide winds in massive galaxies 

• Radiation only important in starbursts 

• Other mechanisms?  
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Cosmic rays! 

Alwin Mao 



“There have always been people who, on the one 
hand, paid close attention to the astronomical 
observations; and on the other hand, thought in 
terms of the highest-level physical theories and 
trying to find the confluence between these 
two… I think there’s always a tremendous 
opportunity for interaction.” 
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--JPO AIP interview, 2002 



1937-1966 
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1937 
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1938 
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1939 
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1939 
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1942 
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1943 
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1945 
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1950 
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1951 
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1959 
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1966 



Happy Birthday JPOP! 
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